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Delivering Engineering Leadership Fundamentals to a Broad Audience

Abstract

Leadership skills are in ever-growing demand among companies who recruit engineering graduates. This need has been recognized in numerous studies and addressed in engineering accreditation standards\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^9\). Many universities struggle to find space in a curriculum under constant pressure to cover broadening technical fields. Often these leadership courses are offered as options on top of existing requirements, resulting in students taking additional credits, at significant cost to them.

The Engineering Leadership Development (ELD) Program at Penn State University has offered an 18 credit minor in Engineering Leadership Development for over 20 years, with over 600 graduates. While approximately two times that many students have benefitted by taking courses in engineering leadership during that period, it still represents a fraction of the more than 20,000 who have graduated from the College of Engineering in the same time span. Further, anecdotal evidence has shown that, while many courses provide opportunities for students to work on or lead teams, without guidance on leadership skill development, they often struggle and do not reach their potential as leaders.

To extend the reach of engineering leadership skill development, Penn State’s ELD program has developed a video series to be used in first year seminars to deliver leadership lessons to all freshmen engineering students. These video vignettes are meant to provide some basic leadership insights that students can use in their course work, on teams, in extra-curricular activities, personal interactions and management, and can carry through to their work after graduation. They are based on research into personal and team performance, and build upon the fundamental concepts of honesty, trust, fairness, respect, courage and accepting responsibility in all interpersonal interactions\(^10\).

The situations and roles were written with the help of and played by students and are intended to be both informative and entertaining. Each video depicts a situation that students are very likely to encounter, and includes a typical response, as well as a more productive approach. At the end of each video, we summarize key points to remember when students encounter similar situations as well as suggested follow-up activities that students could do independently or instructors could incorporate within their classroom instruction.

The videos were piloted for the first time during the Fall 2015 semester with a limited number of users, and brought into wider use in the Spring 2016, both by encouraging widespread use within Penn State but also by offering the site to other university engineering leadership. At the end of the spring semester we will seek feedback from instructors as well as students. Students will be asked to provide feedback to assess how effective the videos were at developing an awareness and understanding of effective personal and team performance approaches when faced with situations that provide an opportunity to demonstrate engineering
leadership competencies. Results from the feedback will be factored into revisions to the films, and included in a subsequent study.

**Introduction**

Storytelling is used across industries to help convey concepts about leadership and teamwork. Developmental bibliotherapy (guided reading) is a tool that uses fictional written stories to help develop social, emotional, or psychological growth at all levels of development. In 1949, Shrodes identified four stages of developmental bibliotherapy: 1) identification - where the reader identifies with a character in a story; 2) catharsis - when a reader is able to experience the emotions of the character of the story; 3) insight – a deeper understanding which is achieved through reflection on the identification that the reader makes with the characters and situations of the story; and 4) universalization - when a reader is able to apply the insights the reader has gained through reflection to situations they encounter in their own life. Hebert and Spiers Neumeister (2001) extended these concepts to guided viewing of film. Herbert suggests that film may enable individuals to appreciate the humorous aspects of their own situations while providing alternative solutions to similar problems they are experiencing.

Using the concepts from bibliotherapy applied to film, the authors used videos to develop story lines in an effort to build leadership knowledge in alignment with current student educational experiences within the context of engineering education. Although much of the literature is on the use of popular movies and films applied to therapeutic environments such as the social, emotional, or psychological growth of gifted adolescents, the authors believe by developing story lines utilizing four main characters (Emily, Ashley, James, and Mike) within 13 separate video vignettes, the audience will get to know the characters and become interested in the challenges they face within each video.

In order to impact learning through identification, emotions, deeper understanding and universalization, the authors developed the characters whose actions represent documented/researched personality measures associated with Keirsey Temperaments (SJ-guardian, NF-idealistic, NT-rational, and SP-artisan) and Meyers & Briggs MBTI personality types (ESTJ, INFP, INTJ, and ESTP). This strategy paired with typical experiences faced by undergraduates, which require leadership characteristics, may help student learners with identifying and connecting with the emotions of the story, developing a deeper understanding of the concepts.

The four main characters represented the four temperaments from Kiersey and the Meyers Briggs personality types to the extent that the video scripts allowed the personalities being portrayed to align with those preferences: Emily - SJ (guardian), likely ESTJ personality type, Ashley – NF (idealistic), likely INFP, James NT (rational), likely INTJ; and Mike SP (artisan), likely ESTP. At times, as in actual situations, the characters strayed from these temperaments to fulfill their roles.

The videos portray the main characters confronting typical experiences that undergraduate students’ encounter, providing an opportunity for students to identify with the characters in an effort to build empathy and insight. Within each video, follow up activities are suggested to
motivate the student to apply the insights gained through the videos. Throughout the video series each of the main characters develop and grow as leaders and in the culminating video celebrate a group win with financial backing from corporate investors.

**Approach to Development**

The focus of the films was to provide basic leadership lessons for freshmen entering the College of Engineering, specifically skills that would be valuable in their early engineering activities, such as teams, self-motivation, and accepting and giving feedback.

Guiding principles in developing the lessons and videos included:

- The lessons need to be aimed at basic leadership skills, those that would be required by students to be successful in foundational courses in engineering, and particularly when small teams are expected to work effectively together.
- The lessons need to be based on solid engineering leadership principles, as identified by research into the underlying tenets of each leadership lesson, with references provided for those who wish to delve more deeply into the topic.
- The lessons need to be informative, yet capture the listener. The student needs to be able to put him/herself in the “shoes” of the actor.
- The lessons need to be light and entertaining. The lessons need to NOT come across as another lecture, but rather a fun set of suggestions.
- Where appropriate, the video should show a typical, knee-jerk reaction to a situation, followed by a more constructive approach. The video should complete the “lesson” with key points to remember when faced with such a situation, and actions the student can take to improve their behavior.
- The lessons need to be concise with key learning points easily remembered and incorporated in future behaviors. The typical length of any one lesson should be kept to 4 to 6 minutes to maintain the students’ attention.
- Hand-outs and easily retrieved electronic files with the key points should be provided to increase the retention and easy access for the students.
- Follow-up discussion by the instructor or activities for the students can help to make the lessons memorable. The suggested follow-up activities were developed to be easily incorporated into class assignments at the discretion of the instructor.

The scripts and the use of student actors are aimed at the freshmen, not the professional, and need to be viewed with that filter in place. The scripts were developed with significant input from an undergraduate teaching assistant in collaboration with the faculty of the engineering leadership program. Students from within and outside of the College of Engineering were used as actors. Student actors were purposely used to fill the roles of older characters such as professors, advisors, employees, managers, and venture capital representatives to add an additional element of humor. A local production company, heavily staffed with student interns, was engaged to do the recording and editing. An overriding consideration was that the films were not to be viewed as “professional” productions, but rather as a student effort. It is hoped that this will help provide a connection with the target audience.
Scope of the Lessons

The lessons were developed to fit into a 15 week semester where the first and last of the sessions were dedicated to start-up and wrap-up of the class, resulting in 13 opportunities for leadership lessons. The following topics, along with the key take-aways and suggested follow-up actions were chosen for each segment:

#1 Leadership Basics – an introduction to the objectives of and approach for the series of leadership lessons. Two completely opposite approaches to leading a team are played out – one where the appointed team leader demotivates the team, the other where the leader encourages team participants. The close-out asks the question “What type of leader would you want to follow?” and invites the audience to come along through the video series to learn about leadership and how to develop their own leadership skills. – 5:44 minutes

#2 Communication – how to improve your verbal communications, a key skill of leaders. The video begins with a student struggling to prepare for a presentation. He is mentored by a more practiced, confident speaker. Key take-aways include remembering to look at the audience, smile, project your voice, display confidence, and good posture. Negatives to avoid include reading from notes, shifting stance, and fillers such as “um”. The follow-up activity is to use a smartphone to record a practice session to identify areas to improve. – 4:44 minutes

#3 Cultural Sensitivity – how to avoid stereotyping and work well in culturally diverse teams. Students are seen sharing international foods when they encounter some cultural insensitivity. The interaction is followed by interviews with students from several different cultures, where differences are discussed and sensitivity to these differences is considered. The follow-up activity suggested is to interview an international student to learn more about their culture and some suggested interview topics are presented. – 11:15 minutes

#4 Time Management – how to improve your personal organization to get more done in a day. A student volunteers to help organize a friend who is struggling with personal time management and setting priorities. Take-aways include understanding of the 4 quadrant Time Management Matrix (Urgent, Not Urgent, Important, Not Important). Follow-up activities include logging actual activities for several days to understand where valuable time is lost. – 5:49 minutes

#5 Constructive Relationships – building networks at school that can help expand horizons. As a class assignment a student interviews a laboratory owner which results in future opportunities to work as a lab assistant, travel, and receive a professional reference. The benefits of this extended network are summarized at the end of the vignette, as well as recommendations to help reflect on how current contacts may be approached to expand their network. – 4:19 minutes

#6 Working in Teams – overcoming some common pitfalls in teamwork. A new team begins to organize itself, and storming quickly becomes evident. As the team works through the disagreements, some actions are taken to help normalize their efforts. Tuckman’s model is augmented with symptoms of and suggested actions for each stage of the team’s development.
The follow-up activity asks students to identify a group encounter where one team member is impacting the group and use that opportunity to ask questions of each team member to give them a chance to be heard to help reduce conflict. Students are then asked to reflect on the encounter.

#7 Feedback – giving and receiving constructive feedback. A team member who is chronically late to meetings arrives unprepared and is verbally attacked by the team leader for his latest misstep. The leader reconsidered her reproach and works to resolve the situation by giving constructive feedback. Take-aways include suggestions on giving effective feedback, including being timely, how to keep the discussion constructive, and minimizing defensive reactions. Suggestions on receiving feedback are also provided to encourage introspection. The follow-up activity is to use the feedback framework to give a friend or group member constructive feedback followed by a reflection paper on what occurred, what worked, and what could have been done better.

#8 Negotiating – how to effectively sell your position and maintain positive relationships. An initial interaction results in a “win-lose” situation where a student imposes her position at the expense of cooperation from her teammate. A better team interaction is demonstrated, where ideas are accepted and worked collaboratively within the team. Prerequisites to achieving a “win-win” solution as well as steps in the negotiation are provided as the video ends. Students are asked to use the negotiating win-win framework in a conflict or negotiation and to write a reflection on how the encounter went, including what worked and what didn’t work.

#9 Motivating Self – suggestions on how to motivate yourself to perform at a high level when feeling time pressure. A well-organized, motivated student volunteers to help a student feeling pressure as the semester heads toward finals week. Recommendations are provided such as breaking assignments into smaller goals, rewarding yourself for achievements, and establishing a positive outlook. This topic was specifically placed two thirds of the way through the video series to align with the most stressful part of the semester. Students are encouraged to apply the motivational tips and to use the available resources to help reduce stress and plan for the end of the semester and finals week.

#10 Delegating – how to effectively share the work load in team situations. A team leader finds herself swamped with work as she accepts more than her share of responsibility. Based on suggested actions to more effectively delegate responsibilities, the leader more evenly distributes the workload. Suggested actions include clarifying deliverables and deadlines, recognizing team member skills, and establishing good feedback channels.

#11 Leading Meetings – how to establish productive meetings and keep them on track. A typical team meeting starts up, with some students arriving late, distractions with side conversations, and the leader not focused on the business at hand. Suggestions for improving meetings which result in a more productive future meeting, include establishing an agenda with timelines, starting on time, and staying on topic. The suggested follow-up activity is to have team members take turns as the meeting leader during the remaining semester group meetings to practice the suggested tips for leading meetings.
#12 Leading Change – keys to encouraging acceptance of new ideas. A student on an internship assignment is faced with what he recognizes as a dated, inefficient process embedded in his employer’s workplace. His professor suggests some proven techniques to recommend changes in the work processes and gain acceptance, including creating and communicating a new vision, establishing a sense of urgency, and celebrating wins. Students are asked to identify a process or tool at work, school, or home that is outdated and use the suggested steps to outline a strategy for leading change. Students should reflect on each step and discuss what they think will be effective as well as any challenges they encountered.

#13 Promoting Ideas – effectively presenting your ideas, a wrap up which includes elements of effective communication, building confidence, and encouraging change. A timid student is faced with a need to sell a new product idea to potential investors. Given suggestions on making an effective pitch, the student’s presentation is successful in landing venture capital. Keys to selling ideas include understanding customers, markets and your competitive advantage. Students are asked to identify a new product idea or service and develop a pitch.

Feedback

The videos were completed in December, 2015, with a roll-out of the complete suite of videos planned for the spring semester, 2016. Feedback from the limited number of students and instructors who have used the videos to date has been uniformly positive.

In addition to having a larger number of users in-house in the spring, we have opened the videos to anyone on YouTube. A more rigorous review will be conducted toward the end of the spring semester, including hits and comments from YouTube, and using focus group discussions with instructors and students. If necessary, certain videos may be remade.

Lessons Learned

The budget for the video series was limited, which led us to work with a small, start-up production firm who used student help. The quality of some of the video and audio was not up to expectations, and the schedule was significantly delayed due to the need for rework and delays in production. A completely in-house production may have allowed for more control over the schedule, with likely a loss in quality, or, conversely, investment in a more experienced production firm could have produced a higher quality, but at a higher cost. As a first attempt at these films, the compromise position appears appropriate.

Some of the scripts could have been shorter, targeting student attention spans. Additionally, the key take-aways for each film could be reduced in number to improve retention. For the more serious implementation, structured practice sessions would provide for a deeper understanding and more likely retention.

The films were targeted for the freshmen seminar series which is delivered by each department within the College of Engineering, with the department instructor team coordinated
by one individual. The roll-out was requested through this individual, however, the communications with each department’s seminar providers could be improved, such as holding an information session for the instructors. Further, more seminars are delivered in the fall than in the spring, so the number of students who may be viewing the films in the spring, when the assessment will be conducted, is low compared to what can be engaged in the fall. A second assessment may be appropriate in the fall.

Conclusions

The Lion Leadership Lessons Video Series is available for use by any interested party at the YouTube linkage https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5FtUzdCyVRBmHnGq8wTBatBdtCVg_0q. We suggest that interested users establish expectations that the lessons are purposely delivered in an informal, light-hearted, yet realistic manner so that students can picture themselves in these situations. Further, a discussion following the vignette, either reviewing the learning points or exercising the recommended actions can help to increase understanding and retention.

Feedback from users is highly encouraged and appreciated, please send us your feedback at ENGRLeadership@engr.psu.edu. It is hoped that these lessons will help your young engineering students quickly garner basic leadership skills that are important to their success in their academic and early professional careers.
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